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In English mass and count nouns differ in terms of their syntax. Count nouns may combine with numerals (five mice) whereas mass nouns may not (five petrols*). We capitalised upon this difference to assess people with aphasia’s knowledge of noun syntax. Thus participants’ semantic, syntactic and phonological processing were analysed to determine their level of breakdown in spoken word production.





Results of the naming test and syntax judgements indicate that when participants were able to name an item they were also likely to be able to retrieve the correct syntax. This finding is in line with models of spoken word production which postulate an intermediate syntactic level. Participants with agrammatic speech were more likely to have difficulties with noun syntax than those with other forms of aphasia.

Three participants with anomia completed the therapy. PT had access to noun syntax, and predictably the therapy targeting noun syntax was not effective. 

AV showed some explicit knowledge of noun syntax before therapy, but had severe word finding difficulties for nouns in connected speech tasks and nouns were produced in isolation only. After therapy her awareness of noun syntax and her noun production in connected speech improved, although noun syntax was not more elaborated. 





The data presented here indicate that for people with aphasia a deficit may arise in accessing noun syntax, affecting noun retrieval across speech situations and resulting in reduced syntactic structure in connected speech. This is more likely to be the case for people with agrammatic production than those with non-agrammatic production. Therapy for people with a noun syntax deficit can lead to improved word retrieval in picture naming and in connected speech. The therapy can also lead to better awareness of noun syntax. 
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